RNA interference (RNAi), an effective technique for regulating or silencing specific genes, can be applied to treat various diseases. Multiple clinical trials using RNAi are ongoing, and molecular imaging can serve as a powerful tool in RNAi-based therapies. This brief review will highlight the current progress on in vivo imaging of RNAi delivery and silencing effects. Incorporation of suitable molecular imaging techniques into future RNAibased clinical trials will provide more pieces of the puzzle, thus facilitating the transformation of RNAi into a powerful therapeutic modality in the clinic.
Since its discovery in 1998 (1), RNA interference (RNAi) has emerged as a powerful tool for therapeutic gene silencing because of its unique specificity, broad applicability, and high efficiency. Small RNAs regulate gene expression by transcriptional and posttranscriptional genesilencing mechanisms (2) . The effector RNA molecules of RNAi consist of about 20-30 nucleotides, which are complexed with the RNA-induced silencing complex to generate a cascade effect, causing sequence-specific messenger RNA cleavage or translation repression (3) . Using small interfering RNA (siRNA) or small hairpin RNA (shRNA), clinical applications of RNAi focus on the treatment of several diseases: age-related macular degeneration, viral infections, cancer, and neurologic disorders (2) . In 2004, the first siRNA-based therapeutic (bevasiranib) entered a clinical trial for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration (2, 4) . Currently, there are many multicenter clinical trials of RNAi ongoing around the world.
However, the clinical utility of RNAi faces several challenges. RNAi is an important endogenous regulatory mechanism in cells, and introduction of foreign siRNAs can cause undesired side effects. Certain siRNA molecules show off-target effects, and synthetic siRNAs can induce type I interferon responses and stimulate the production of inflammatory cytokines. Furthermore, efficient and specific delivery of siRNA or shRNA to target cells or organs is highly challenging (5) . The ultimate goal of RNAi-based therapies will be hard to achieve without improving the biodistribution, safety, effectiveness, and reliability of gene delivery systems.
Molecular imaging techniques can serve as powerful tools for tracking siRNA or shRNA delivery in vivo, as well as for assessing the silencing effects (6, 7) . To date, multiple molecular imaging modalities have been applied in RNAirelated research, including optical imaging (fluorescence and bioluminescence), MRI, magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), SPECT, and PET ( Fig. 1) .
IMAGING OF siRNA DELIVERY
The development and optimization of targeted delivery strategies (viral or nonviral) to enable efficient, systemic delivery of siRNA will be a big step forward for RNAi-based therapies. Optical imaging, radionuclide-based imaging (i.e., SPECT and PET), and MRI have been used for the assessment of various siRNA delivery techniques.
Fluorescence Imaging
Optical imaging of siRNA delivery generally adopts 2 strategies: labeling the siRNAs or labeling their carriers. An siRNA-based molecular beacon was developed for the detection and knockdown of telomerase expression in human breast cancer cells (8) . The molecular beacon incorporates a fluorescence resonance energy transfer fluorophore pair (Cy3/ Cy5) and is activated upon binding to the telomerase messenger RNA in cells. Aside from excellent gene-silencing efficiency (;80%), the activation of the molecular beacon in cancer cells can also be visualized with fluorescence imaging. Thus, this strategy could be useful for both imaging and therapeutic applications.
Quantum dots (QDs) have been used to label siRNA carriers (mostly nanoparticles) in cell-culture studies. For example, cationic liposomes were used to deliver both QDs and siRNA to murine fibroblasts (9) . The gene-silencing effect correlated directly with intracellular fluorescence (i.e., the QD signal), and more than 90% gene knockdown was achieved in the highly fluorescent cells. Subsequently, a new system was reported that incorporated a polyethylene glycol-modified QD core with siRNA and tumor-homing peptides attached (10) . However, only modest gene knockdown (,30% based on fluorescence) was achieved with this system. In another study, QDs were encapsulated into antibody-conjugated chitosan nanoparticles to monitor the delivery of HER2 siRNA to cancer cells (11) .
Although fluorescent QDs remain attractive tools for celland animal-based studies, many barriers prevent their immediate clinical translation (12) . In general, because of poor tissue penetration and lack of quantitation capability, optical imaging has limited clinical potential.
Dual-Modality MRI and Fluorescence Imaging
In 2007, a multifunctional agent was described for in vivo transfer of siRNA and simultaneous imaging of tumor targeting by MRI and near-infrared fluorescence imaging (13) . The near-infrared fluorescent dye labeled magnetic nanoparticle, covalently linked to siRNA molecules specific for either model or therapeutic targets, was further modified with a membrane translocation peptide for intracellular delivery. In vivo tracking of this multifunctional agent in 2 tumor models was demonstrated by MRI and near-infrared fluorescence imaging. Further, in vivo optical imaging in the green fluorescent protein (GFP) channel confirmed that efficient gene silencing was achieved in 9L rat gliosarcoma tumors stably transfected with GFP. This study was the first example of combining noninvasive multimodality imaging and RNAi using a nanoparticle.
SPECT
The inherent characteristics of radionuclide-based imaging (e.g., sensitive, quantitative, and tomographic) make SPECT and PET more suitable for in vivo imaging of siRNA delivery than are MRI and optical imaging. 99m Tc and 111 In have been used to determine the cellular delivery and biodistribution of siRNAs (14, 15) . In addition, the stability of 111 In-labeled siRNA-poly(ethyleneimine) complexes has been investigated with SPECT (16) . Although these studies provided encouraging results regarding the absolute accumulation of radiolabeled siRNAs in tumors, it was not clear whether the delivered siRNA was functional and if any therapeutic effect was achieved.
PET
Because of its high sensitivity, PET has the greatest clinical potential among all molecular imaging modalities. PET and bioluminescence imaging (BLI) have been used to evaluate the biodistribution and function of siRNA-containing nanoparticles in mice inoculated with luciferase-transfected tumor cells (17) . Conjugation of 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) to the 59 end of the siRNA allowed for 64 Cu labeling. PET data showed that nontargeted and transferrin-targeted siRNA-containing nanoparticles exhibited similar biodistribution and tumor accumulation (17) . However, BLI revealed that transferrin-targeted nanoparticles resulted in lower tumor luciferase activity than did the nontargeted nanoparticles. This strategy enabled direct and noninvasive evaluation of siRNA delivery, which can be combined with BLI to further characterize the therapeutic potential of RNAi. In future studies, certain issues such as in the vivo stability of the 64 Cu-DOTA complex, and whether DOTA-conjugated siRNAs have RNAi efficiency comparable to that of unlabeled siRNAs, deserve further investigation.
Using the most widely applied positron emitter, 18 F, a recent study examined the biodistribution of radiolabeled siRNAs (18) . Replacement of the 29-hydroxyl group of certain nucleotides in a siRNA sequence with a fluorine atom or a methoxy group was found to be compatible with RNAi. PET, performed after intravenous injection of 18 F-labeled siRNAs (fluorine-or methoxy-substituted or unmodified) in rodents, showed rapid kidney and liver clearance of radioactivity. Although tissue distribution profiles of these siRNAs were similar, fluorine-modified siRNAs exhibited better blood persistence and stability than either the methoxy-substituted or the unmodified siRNAs.
The 2 strategies for imaging siRNA delivery are labeling the siRNA itself (which may affect its function or specificity and RNAi efficiency) or labeling the siRNA carrier. The latter will not affect the efficacy of siRNA, but the imaging data represent localization of the carrier rather than the siRNA. In future studies, labeling the siRNA and the carrier with different imaging tags should be investigated. Comparison of the FIGURE 1. Molecular imaging techniques can be used to monitor both gene delivery efficiency and silencing effect of RNAi. In some cases, carriers can also be image tags. After further optimization and rigorous validation, many of these techniques may in future be translated into the clinic.
biodistribution of labeled siRNA and labeled carrier will provide a more complete picture and lead to better understanding of siRNA delivery. One study described above concluded that fluorine substitution did not affect the activity of siRNAs (18) ; thus, optimizing 18 F chemistry for siRNA labeling may provide another means for accurate evaluation of siRNA delivery.
In conclusion, molecular imaging has the potential to play a key role in selecting siRNA delivery systems with optimal biodistribution, pharmacokinetics, and targeting efficacy for future RNAi-based therapies. An alternative approach to confirm the efficiency of RNAi is to measure the silencing effect or therapeutic response. Currently, most such studies use optical imaging techniques (both bioluminescence and fluorescence), which allow semiquantitative or quantitative measurement of gene inhibition.
IMAGING THE THERAPEUTIC OR SILENCING EFFECTS
Molecular imaging of the therapeutic or silencing effects of RNAi is still at the preclinical stage, mainly through visualizing the levels of marker gene expression in living animals. These imaging markers are mostly bioluminescent enzymes, whose activity can be accurately measured on the basis of light output since background signal is minimal in animals. The use of fluorescent proteins (e.g., enhanced GFP or red fluorescent protein [RFP] ) is also feasible, but tissue autofluorescence may interfere with the enhanced GFP or RFP signal.
MRS is also useful in evaluating the efficacy of RNAi-based therapies because of its potential to directly detect the biologic outcomes. By measuring the chemical shifts of certain compounds (e.g., choline, whose concentration in tissues or tumors can be altered by certain therapeutic intervention), MRS may have better clinical utility than does optical imaging.
BLI
Many proof-of-principle studies on in vivo RNAi adopted the strategy of silencing luciferase expression as a measurement of siRNA or shRNA activity (19, 20) . In several recent studies, BLI has been used to investigate the dose or time dependence of vector-based RNAi (21) and to optimize various siRNA delivery methods (22, 23) .
Multidrug resistance (MDR), a major obstacle for successful chemotherapy of cancer, can be caused by overexpression of P-glycoprotein, a product of the MDR1 gene. In an elegant study, BLI was used for noninvasive assessment of P-glycoprotein silencing (24) . Taking advantage of the fact that the substrate of Renilla luciferase (i.e., coelenterazine) is effluxed out of the cells by P-glycoprotein, the investigators used BLI to evaluate the shRNA-mediated downregulation of P-glycoprotein activity in both cultured cells and tumor implants in living animals (24) . Further, a similar strategy was also shown to be applicable to firefly luciferase (24) .
In another report, the role of hypoxia-inducible factor-1a in glioma growth was investigated in vivo with RNAi (25) . BLI revealed that RNAi therapy could significantly attenuate glioma growth by reducing hypoxia-inducible factor-1a levels constitutively (using shRNA) or transiently (using siRNA).
Despite the success of BLI in evaluating the gene-silencing efficiency of RNAi, such data should be interpreted with caution because firefly luciferase has a relatively short half-life in living cells (a few hours). In contrast, fluorescent proteins have much longer half-lives (up to 26 h). Therefore, fluorescence imaging with enhanced GFP or other fluorescent proteins can be more advantageous than BLI in evaluating the long-term effects of RNAi.
Fluorescence Imaging
Enhanced GFP and its variants have been primarily used for ex vivo imaging studies to monitor the efficiency of RNAi. Many of these studies provided answers to important questions such as the subcellular distribution and bioavailability of siRNAs delivered by various formulations, including tumortargeted carriers. In several of the studies mentioned above, enhanced GFP was used to evaluate the silencing effect of siRNAs and confirm their delivery to the target organs (10, 13) . In another report, the effect of intratumoral injection of siRNA (against enhanced GFP) into enhanced GFP-expressing B16F10 melanoma tumors, followed by application of an external electric field, was evaluated with fluorescence imaging (26) . A significant decrease in tumor enhanced GFP fluorescence was observed by in vivo imaging within 2 d after treatment.
MRS MRS, with unique specificity but low sensitivity, can be used for imaging the metabolic changes that accompany many diseases such as cancer. Elevated levels of phosphocholine and total choline metabolites are well-established characteristics of many cancer cells; thus, monitoring them with MRS can be effective in assessing the therapeutic effect of RNAi. Recently, a breast cancer model was used to investigate lentiviral vector-mediated shRNA downregulation of choline kinase, the enzyme that converts choline to phosphocholine (27) . After intravenous injection of lentiviruses (which express the shRNA against choline kinase) into MDA-MB-231 tumor-bearing mice, noninvasive 31 P MRS revealed that phosphocholine and phosphomonoester levels in the tumor significantly decreased. More importantly, choline kinase silencing resulted in reduced tumor growth and proliferation. This study proved the principle that noninvasive MRS can be used to monitor RNAibased therapies with high accuracy.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
A variety of molecular imaging techniques have been explored for in vivo imaging of RNAi (Table 1) . Clearly, continued development of noninvasive imaging strategies for monitoring both siRNA/shRNA delivery and its gene-silencing effect will provide more insights into RNAi-based therapies. Optical techniques used to be the only tools for noninvasively evaluating the effects of RNAi. Although useful in preclinical settings, the clinical potential of these techniques is limited. MRS, recently applied to RNAi-based therapies, has certain clinical potential but may be limited by its sensitivity. Imaging siRNA delivery with SPECT/PET is clinically relevant, but the labeling chemistry needs to be chosen carefully. Much future effort will be required to optimize various imaging techniques for use in RNAibased therapies.
The most significant barrier to the widespread use of RNAi in the clinic is delivery. Solving this problem will require the development of clinically suitable, safe, and effective genedelivery systems. Incorporation of molecular imaging techniques to monitor the gene-delivery efficiency or the silencing effect, which is missing from most of the currently ongoing RNAi-based clinical trials, may dramatically facilitate the transformation of RNAi into a powerful therapeutic modality in the clinic.
Over the last decade, molecular imaging with PET and SPECT has advanced dramatically, and many PET and SPECT probes are already in clinical trials for a wide variety of targets (28, 29) . Some of these probes may be directly used to monitor the therapeutic effect of RNAi in the future, if the imaging target is related to the target of RNAi. Lastly, monitoring RNAi-based therapies (both gene delivery and the silencing effect) with a single imaging modality may not be sufficient in many cases. Rational design and use of dual-modality or multimodality imaging in future RNAi-related studies will allow researchers to acquire more pieces of the puzzle, thereby fulfilling the enormous potential of RNAi. 
